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The Smoking Images of JOB Advertising Postcards

My family is often amazed by my ability to transform any of my travels into a postcard event. This
past summer we were off to southwestern France to visit a friend living near Perpignan in the French
region of the Pyrenees and I set out knowing that there was a tale to be told.
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The story begins with tobacco. With the discovery of this plant in the New World explorers brought
the leaves and the seeds back to Spain and Portugal as early as Columbus and well into the 1500s. It
took little time for Europeans to become dependent upon imported tobacco for their pipe smoking
needs. From pipe smoking and later to cigars their demands were great. The cultural tradition of
smoking followed them around the world, to the colonies and continued to the newly formed
American states as immigrants migrated, and where on American shores the productive tobacco
plantations of the mid Atlantic states and the fields in Connecticut fueled indentured servitude and
slavery.
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Cigarette smoking came later. Cornhusks were used to wrap the tobacco but eventually it was fine
paper that enabled the cigarettes to burn evenly. Before the industry standard of packed and
packaged cigarettes, these smokes were hand rolled with household scraps of paper. Jean Bardou, a
baker in Perpignan, in 1839, came up with the idea of sized, cut, and folded papers, packaged for
easy dispensing. It took several years before he applied for and was granted a patent.
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Two of his sons created successful manufacturing
businesses producing high-end paper for the hand
rolling of cigarettes. Bardou's son Joseph
established Le Nil (The Nile), a company name
based upon the popularity of everything Egyptian,
and used a rampant laughing elephant as its logo.

!
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Son Pierre used the company name of Jean Bardou. For his logo he incorporated the initials JB and
between the two letters used a symbol representing the city coat of arms to form a diamond shape.
Combined, this was recognized as the name JOB.
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Established in the mid 19th century JOB thrived for 150 years through to the first decade of the 21st
century when it was twice sold before its demise. Another company, also in Perpignan, now uses the
JOB name but is independent of its legendary source. More recently the old industrial plant at the
north-west end of town was torn down and sadly, I missed it by only a few years.
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The town of Perpignan may have memories of its manufacturing giant. Be assured that the antique
and book dealers know the name. But JOB as they knew it is a by-gone memory. For the collector
however, posters and postcards keep that company alive even when the source of the name and the
importance of the celebrated images are not known.
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I can speculate about the status of the company during the family's ownership by reflecting on its
alluring advertising and how it shaped social style. Consider the best artists of the time: Mucha’s Art
Nouveau style to Cappiello’s modern flair. These two, along with 20 other artists, were the illustrators
commissioned for the company’s posters and calendars beginning in 1895. Pictured in most were
women smokers with the allure of the feminine form as the preeminent theme. Mucha produced two
images for them by 1898 and with the other artists’ work, the JOB portraits became icons of the Belle
Epoque. Not until the 1940s when the Camel Man at New York’s Times Square blew two feet wide
smoke rings was there a more appealing cigarette related marketing program.
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Following the success of JOB’s poster and calendar images, the company produced 32 images on
postcards. Beginning in 1902 with 8 images in the first set, new images were added over the next
fourteen years. Postcard sets were printed naming the artist and the year the picture was first used. It
is important to keep in mind that the dates printed on these refer to the year of the poster or calendar
and not the date of the printing or publication of the postcard. For that we have to rely upon historical
references and postal cancellations.
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Found on some of the cards is a hidden design element that would be missed with a quick glance.
Two sets have an overall background pattern, a diamond shaped design, sometimes referred to as
"tiles" or "lozenges". The pattern encompasses the letters J O B. Its earlier use is found embedded in
Mucha’s 1897 calendar and 1898 poster images for the company. Look carefully at the details in
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these JOB portraits. Also, check the Villa’s romantic beauty below as he captures her moment with
smoke trails that spell out the letters J O B.

Other cards are somewhat suspect. Below on the left is the image of the first card produced. Does
the use of a chimney sweep speak well for a cigarette paper ad?
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Is the oriental scene reminiscent of matchbox labels?
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And long before they could be credited with
foreshadowing the history of cigarette smoking, in
1916, JOB’s last card oddly depicts a woman
without a cigarette. As for smoking, we all know
some who do and some who roll, but we also know
the consequences. Putting the hazards of smoking
aside, these are beautiful advertising cards
celebrating the mystique of a smoker’s culture.

!
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See the table below with description information about each illustration, the illustrator and the
images’ appearance on a poster or a calendar.
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I have read and been told many times over that there are endless variations of JOB postcards and to
account for all the sets and differences one would have to have traveled and handled far more cards
than I have, looking for paper differences, color variations, printer marks and logos, advertising
overprinting, modern reproductions, as well as differences on the reverse of these cards. So where to
start? What is the collector looking for while taking into account that every collector collects
differently? Seeing the different styles and knowing about them is as good as it gets in this writing.
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SET 1 – Early Art Nouveau Flower Design
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As the first set, this horizontal series, has a portrait on the left with the wording “Papier à Cigarettes
JOB”. A white background with a faint golden yellow/brown Art Nouveau flower appears on the face
of the card. The design surrounds the picture image and provides a background for the message
area.
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There are 8 cards to the set representing only those calendar images produced from 1897 to 1902.
Because poster images were not included, the set has only one Mucha portrait, the one most
coveted; that of the 1897
Mucha showing a provocative
female smoker in profile with
long flowing golden hair. The
color of her hair varies with
future sets.
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This set appears to be
published as early as 1902
based upon recently reviewed
postal cancellations.
All cards have an undivided
back.
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SET 2 – Diamond Pattern Design
These horizontal cards are recognized by the diamond shaped background pattern in the message
area. This design is a wallpaperlike pattern created from the
letters J O B. The element was
created by Mucha and is seen in
each of his two portraits for the
company. Portraits are on the left
and include both calendar and
poster images. The words
"Collection Job" appear above
the portrait, replacing the use of
"Papier à Cigarettes JOB”.

!
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The last printing of this set was in 1916. Establishing the first printing is more complicated. Some
refer to a 1910 introduction but cancellations show up as early as 1907. A French publication
suggests 1904 – 1910 for this set. Quality and texture of paper upon reprinting may account for these
discrepancies. Posing a problem is the undivided back found long after 1907.
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With multiple printings, 30 cards were initially recognized as the complete run but two additional
cards can be attributed to this series. These 1915 and 1916 designs contribute to a total of 32 cards.
The cards were sold in envelopes in different sized sets as new cards were added. The later cards
(after 1912) are harder to find.

SET 3 – Blue Art Nouveau Frame
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These are vertical cards with the portraits on a white
background enhanced with a variety of delicate Art Nouveau
blue border designs around each image. The cards have the
wording "Papier à Cigarettes JOB". Neudin reports a 1908
printing of these high quality cards.
This is a particularly hard set to find both in the US and in
Europe. I have seen very few of these but recently came upon
one with the 1897 portrait by Maurice and two from 1905, one
by Gervais and one by Maxence.
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SET 4 – Diamond Pattern Design - Variation
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Similar to the earlier set with the same
background, this horizontal series
incorporates "Cigarette JOB" wording at the
top and to the right of “Collection JOB”.
Neudin notes a 1911 date of publication and
refers to 24 cards to the set. These cards are
harder to find but are sufficiently available to
complete a set.
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SET 5 - Floral Festoon Frame
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Titled as “Collection JOB” this vertical set is considered the “Grand Series”. The set was published
with a light gray and light brown festoon framing the illustration and title.
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There are 30 cards to the set. The floral border, the larger image, the enhancement of colors and the
inclusion of the elaborate Mucha card shown above contribute to the appeal. Published in 1914,
these cards have divided backs.
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